Conclusion: Manifestations of sarcoidosis vary significantly across the paediatric age spectrum. While EOS is a known juvenile idiopathic arthritis mimick, nephritis and GIT inflammation may lead to a non-rheumatologic diagnosis. Apart from specific infections other childhood diseases may also present with granuloma formation. Crohn’s disease, chronic granulomatous disease (and other primary immunodeficiencies), granulomatosis with polyangiitis. Our small series reflects disease heterogeneity and diagnostic difficulties that prolonged the diagnosis by years in 4/7 patients.
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Objective: The aim of our third consensus meeting was to establish the domains and the items that should be assessed in a clinical drug trial in JSSc.

Methods: In the consensus meeting 26 JSSC international experts with various specialties participated (22 voted). In a nominal group technique, various specialties participated (22 voted). In a nominal group technique, consensus was defined if 80% or more of the participants approved an item.

Results: Domains and items suggested in the 2017 consensus meeting were reconsidered and selected or rejected during the 2018 meeting, as were additional domains/items (Table). Conclusion: We reached consensus on domains and items which should be assessed in an open label 1 year clinical JSSc trial. We also listed research items which should be assessed but should not currently be included as an outcome in such a trial.
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Background: Juvenile systemic sclerosis (JSSc) is an orphan disease, associated with high morbidity and mortality. New treatment strategies are much needed. To develop an open label drug trial for the treatment of JSSc patients, it is necessary to clearly define how to evaluate outcomes in this disease, which are currently not existing. A group of experts in JSSC has met annually and worked to develop an index to evaluate outcomes in this disease.

Objectives: The aim of our third consensus meeting was to establish the domains and the items that should be assessed in a clinical drug trial in JSSc.

Methods: In the consensus meeting 26 JSSC international experts with various specialties participated (22 voted). In a nominal group technique, moderated by DEF, was used to develop the outcome measures. Agreement was defined if 80% or more of the participants approved an item.

Results: Domains and items suggested in the 2017 consensus meeting were reconsidered and selected or rejected during the 2018 meeting, as were additional domains/items (Table). Conclusion: We reached consensus on domains and items which should be assessed in an open label 1 year clinical JSSc trial. We also listed research items which should be assessed but should not currently be included as an outcome in such a trial.
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